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Questions to answer 

• What is snake skin used for? 

• How to identify snake skin? 

• What are the common CITES-

listed snake species in trade? 

• How to identify snake skin  

products? 

• What identification resources are 

available? 
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Introduction 

• Snake skin is a very common exotic  

leather, used in fashion and various 

decorative uses 

• This means there is a very  

high level of international trade 

in semi-processed and  

processed skins, and in final products 

• Entire snake families may be included in the 

CITES Appendices (e.g. all of the family 

Boidae), or species may be specifically 

included in Appendices I, II and III 
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Introduction 

• Identification of snake skins and products requires careful 

attention to morphology, texture, patterns, and scale 

counts 

 

 



Identifying snake skins 
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Identifying snake skins 

• To identify snake skins, attention to scales is important 

• Snakes are entirely covered with scales or scutes of various shapes 

and sizes 

• Scales protect the body of the snake, aid it in locomotion, allow 

moisture to be retained within, alter the surface characteristics to aid 

in camouflage, and in some cases even aid in prey capture 
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Identifying snake skins 

• Modified scales serve other 

functions such as 'eyelash' 

fringes and the 'rattle' of North 

American rattlesnakes 

• Snakes periodically molt their 

skins and acquire new ones, 

permitting the replacement of 

old worn out skin, disposal of 

parasites and may allow the 

snake to grow 
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Identifying snake skins 

• Scales do not play an important role in 

distinguishing between the families but are 

important at genus and species level 

• Scale patterns, by way of scale surface or 

texture, pattern and coloration and the 

division of the anal plate, in combination 

with other morphological characteristics, 

are the principal means of classifying 

snakes down to species level 
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Identifying snake skins 

• Each scale has an outer 

surface and an inner surface 

• Except on the head, scales 

usually overlap 

• The skin from the inner surface 

hinges back and forms a free 

area which overlaps the base of 

the next scale which emerges 

below this scale 
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Identifying snake skins 

• A snake hatches with a fixed number of scales 

– The scales do not increase in number as the snake matures nor 

do they reduce in number over time, but they do grow larger in 

size and may change shape with each molt 
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Identifying snake skins 

• Snakes have smaller scales around the mouth and sides 

of the body which allow expansion so that a snake can 

consume prey of much larger width than itself 
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Identifying snake skins 

• The simple or complex coloration patterns are a property 

of the underlying skin, but the folded nature of scaled skin 

allows bright skin to be concealed between scales then 

revealed in order to startle predators 
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Identifying snake skins 

• Snake scales may be granular, have a smooth surface or 

have a longitudinal ridge or keel on it 

 

 

 

 

• Snake scales may have pits, tubercles and other fine 

structures which may be visible to the naked eye or under 

a microscope 
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Identifying snake skins 

• Certain primitive snakes such 

as boas, pythons and certain 

advanced snakes such as 

vipers have small scales 

arranged irregularly on the 

head 

• Other more advanced snakes 

have special large 

symmetrical scales on the 

head called shields or plates 
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Identifying snake skins 

• Snake scales occur in variety of shapes, and can be: 

– Cycloid  

– Long and pointed with pointed  

tips 

– Broad and leaf-like 

– As broad as they are long 

– Keeled weakly or strongly  

– With bidentate tips  

– Spine-like, juxtaposed  

– Large, non-overlapping knobs  
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Identifying snake skins 

• Enlarged spine-like 

vertebral scales of Banded 

Krait Bungarus fasciatus 

• Enlarged scales on 

the belly of the snake 

are known as the 

ventral scales  
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Identifying snake skins 

• The dorsal (or body) scales on the snake's body are 

arranged in rows along the length of their bodies 

(adjacent rows are diagonally offset from each other) 

– Most snakes have an odd number of rows across the body 

– The number of rows range from 10-13 in some species, to 53 to 93 in 

pythons and 130 to 150 in Acrochordus 

– The majority of the largest family of snakes, the Colubridae have 15, 17 

or 19 rows of scales 

– In the case of some aquatic and marine snakes, the scales are granular 

and the rows cannot be counted 

– The maximum number of rows are in mid-body and they reduce in 

count towards the head and on the tail 
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Identifying snake skins 

• How many rows of 

dorsal scales do you 

see? 
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Identifying snake skins 

• To be able to identify snake skins using scales, you have 

to know which scales you are looking at, what identifying 

characteristics are present, and the number of dorsal 

rows (if possible) 
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Identifying snake skins 

• Tanning 

– Snake skins are usually pickled in a salt solution, then dried - and 

they may be traded as dried skins (known as 'crust' skins) 

– Snake skins are usually subjected to mineral tanning (usually 

with chromium in the form of basic chromium sulfate), and in the 

raw state chrome tanned skins are blue in color  

– Chrome tanning produces a pliable, stretchable leather which is 

desirable for use in handbags and garments 
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Identifying snake skins 

• Tanning 

– The last stage of tanning, known as retanning, applies retanning 

agents and dyes to the material in order to provide the physical 

strength and the properties desired in the end product 

– The final stage of processing, known as finishing, is used to 

apply finishing material to the surface (or to finish the surface 

without the application of any chemicals) 
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Identifying snake skins 

• Tanning 

– REMEMBER: Tanning can drastically change the color and 

texture of snake skin, which can affect your ability to identify 

skins using available resources 



Most common species 

in trade 
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Most common species in trade 

Pythons 
Short-tailed and Blood 

pythons 

Rock pythons 

Reticulated python 

Common Rat Snake 

Cobras 
Indian cobra 

Indonesian cobra 
Dog-faced 

water snake 

Russell's viper 

Yellow anaconda 

 These CITES-listed 

species are the most 

commonly encountered 

in international trade 
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Most common species in trade 

• Python skins have dramatic scale 

patterns which are usually visible 

even if dyed 

• Python skin patterns are  

often faked! 
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Most common species in trade 

• Python skins can be cut along the back or the belly, 

depending on the desired pattern 

back cut belly cut 
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Most common species in trade 

• The reticulated python Python reticulatus has a net-like pattern of 

irregular diamond shapes running along the back and on either side 

there is a series of smaller markings with light centers; the head is 

unmarked with only a conspicuous line running from each eye to the 

angle of the jaws 

• Dorsal scales are smooth, twice  

as long as wide; lateral scales  

drop-shaped; scales bordering 

ventrals bigger, wider than long 
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Most common species in trade 

• Python reticulatus  
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Most common species in trade 

• The Sumatran short-tailed python Python curtus is usually beige, tan 

or grayish-brown overlaid with blotches that are brick to blood-red in 

color; longitudinal series of light oval spots (often connected as a 

light band), with grey dark-bordered spots or undulating lines on the 

side 

• Scales smooth, close together, central scales as long as wide, 

increasing in size towards sides, last two rows bigger and wider  
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Most common species in trade 

• Python curtus 
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Most common species in trade 

• The Blood Python Python brongersmai is bright red to orange 

to a duller rusty red (populations with yellow and brown are 

known), overlaid with yellow and tan blotches and stripes that 

run the length of the body and tan and black spots that extend 

up the flanks; the belly is white, often with small black 

markings; the head is usually a shade of grey, and a white 

stripe runs down and back from the posterior edge of the eye 
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Most common species in trade 

• Python brongersmai  
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Most common species in trade 

• The Borneo short-tailed python Python breitensteini is heavy-bodied 

with variable markings; the body may be  black or chocolate brown 

to a rich caramel color, with lighter tan or cream-colored markings; 

the head is typically orange, peach or tan, and the lateral markings 

are light brown with dark brown or black blotches; many specimens 

exhibit broken dorsal striping  
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Most common species in trade 

• Python breitensteini 
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Most common species in trade 

• The Burmese Python or Asiatic Rock Python Python molurus 

bivittatus has a dorsal series of black-bordered quadrangular 

elongated spots; on each side a series of smaller spots, their darker 

border well marked only medially and posteriorly 

• The most lateral scales whitish with black spots; central dorsal 

scales smooth, imbricated, nearly twice as long as wide; 2 or 3 

lateral rows with bigger scales 
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Most common species in trade 

• Python molurus bivittatus  

 

 Squarish main  

dorsal spots 

  

 Smaller spots  

with darker  

edges towards  

the back and  

middle 
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Most common species in trade 

• The African rock python Python 

sebae is typically brown with olive 

and tan irregular blotching, fading 

to white on the underside 

• The dorsal pattern is typically a 

dark band including irregular light 

spots, with on each side a series 

of irregular hieroglyphic-like marks, 

bordered on one side by whitish 

scales; dorsal scales smooth, 

approximately twice as long as 

wide; scales bordering ventrals 

wider than long  
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• Python sebae 

 Dark dorsal band with  

irregular pale spots 

 Hieroglyphic-like marks  

on the sides 

Most common species in trade 
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Most common species in trade 

Pythons - scale counts / size 

• Python reticulatus 

– Dorsal rows 69-80 (mid) 

– Ventrals 297-332 

– Width of commercial skins 19-

45cm 

• Python curtus / breitensteini  / 

brongersmai  

– Dorsal rows 53-57 (mid) 

– Ventrals P. brongersmai 167-175 

– Ventrals P. curtus/ breitensteini 

160-165 

– Width of commercial skins up to 

27cm 

• Python molurus bivittatus 

– Dorsal rows 61-75 (mid) 

– Ventrals 245-270 

– Width of commercial 

skins 18-35cm 

• Python sebae 

– Dorsal rows 81-93 (mid) 

– Ventrals 269-293 

– Width of commercial 

skins 16-62cm 
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Most common species in trade 

• Cobras 

– Indian cobra Naja naja 

• Until the 1980s, only one species  

was recognized; now 11 species  

are recognized (all in Appendix II) 

 

 

– Indonesian cobra  

Naja sputatrix 
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• The Indian cobra Naja naja can be easily distinguished by the 

spectacled or monacled hood (for whole skins only) 

• Scales smooth, dorsal scales narrow and elliptical; some skins with 

indistinct grey transversal bands; occasionally one or two scale rows 

darker, forming a narrow longitudinal dorsal stripe 

 

 

 

 

• Scale rows 19-25 at mid body (15-19 on last third);  

ventrals 171-197; width of commercial skins 10-17cm 

Most common species in trade 
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Most common species in trade 

• Naja naja 
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Most common species in trade 

• The Indonesian cobra Naja sputatrix is usually uniformly yellowish, 

brown or blackish; sometimes a hood mark is present, most often 

chevron-shaped and rarely mask-, spectacle-, horseshoe- or O-

shaped 

• Specimens from the Lesser Sunda Islands usually medium or light 

brown with lighter scale bases; the throat band and heart-shaped 

hood mark persist into adulthood 

• Scale rows 18-21 (mid); ventrals 162-183 

Ventral scale count: 

– Naja naja = 171-197 

– N. sputatrix = 162-183 
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Most common species in trade 

• The Common rat snake Ptyas mucosus has somewhat squarish 

scales, lateral scales bordering ventrals slightly bigger, central 

scales slightly separated laterally; scales smooth, partly bordered 

with black 

 Scale rows 17 

 Ventrals 190-213 

 Width of commercial  

skins 10-17cm 
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Most common species in trade 

• Ptyas mucosus  
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Most common species in trade 

• The Dog-faced water snake Cerberus rhynchops has central dorsal 

scales that are elliptic and keeled; body pattern with numerous 

irregular narrow transverse bands; some lateral spots 

• Scale rows 23-25, ventrals 131-159, width of commercial skins 7-

10cm 
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Most common species in trade 

• The Russell's Viper Daboia russelii has a a deep yellow, tan or 

brown ground color, with three series of dark brown spots that run 

the length of its body; each spots has a black ring around it, 

intensified with a rim of white or yellow 

• The dorsal scales are strongly  

keeled (only the lower row is  

smooth) 

 Scale rows 27-33 (mid) 

 Ventrals 153-180  
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Most common species in trade 

• Daboia russelii  
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Most common species in trade 

• The Yellow anaconda Eunectes notaeus is usually yellow, golden-

tan or greenish-yellow in color overlaid with a dorsal pattern 

consisting of a single series of dark series of black or dark brown 

blotches, and lateral spots and streaks 

• Scale rows 40-50 (mid),  

ventrals approx. 240,  

width of commercial  

skins 15-34cm 
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Most common species in trade 

• Eunectes notaeus  



Identifying snake skin 

products 
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Identifying snake skin products 

• Identifying products that are made from or contain pieces 

of snake skin is much more difficult than identifying whole 

dried or tanned skins : 

– There is no size reference, and counting dorsal and 

ventral scales is almost impossible 

– Color patterns may be obscured 

• The most immediate concern is determining whether the 

item is made from real skin, or is fake 
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Identifying snake skin products 

• Real skins will have scales  

with edges that you can feel 
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Identifying snake skin products 

• Fake skin products have a  

scale pattern that is simply  

embossed or printed  

(with no scale edges) 

• The pattern may repeat  

itself or be too even,  

especially over a  

large surface 
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Identifying snake skin products 

• Real or fake...? 
Real 
(Reticulated 

python. 

dorsal 

 cut) 

Fake 

Fake 
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Identifying snake skin products 

• Real or fake...? Fake 

'Scales' indistinct 
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Identifying snake skin products 

• Real or fake...? 

 All three 

items are 

fakes 
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Identifying snake skin products 

• Real or fake...? 

Fake 

Real 

(cobra) 
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Identifying snake skin products 

• Real or fake...? 

 All three items are made with real skin, but the 

granular-skinned Elephant trunk snake 

Acrochordus javanicus is not a CITES species 
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? 
Not everything with scales is a snake! 

Snakeskin fruit Salacca zalacca 

http://www.etawau.com/HTML/Agriculture/Salak/Salak_Fruit.jpg
http://www.etawau.com/HTML/Agriculture/Salak/Salak_Fruit.jpg
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Resources 

• Useful resources for snake skin identification 

– CITES Identification Manual 

– National / regional snake  

identification guides 

– CITES trade database 

– CITES species database 

– World Wide Web 
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Summary - scales 

• Smooth scales, distinctive 

pattern visible? 

– Could be python or anaconda 

• Scale rows less than 20? 

– Either cobra or rat snake 

• Python, but scale rows more 

than 80 

– African rock python 

• Strong pattern, scale rows 50 or 

less? 

– Yellow anaconda 

• Scale rows more than 95? 

– Not CITES, or not a snake 

• Dorsal scales change from 

round to narrow/elliptical? 

– Could be cobra 

• Dorsal scales evenly shaped, 

slight space between scales? 

– Could be Asian rat snake 

• Scales keeled? 

– Could be Russell's pit viper or 

Dog-faced water snake 

• Scales keeled, scale rows more 

than 26? 

– Russell's pit viper 

• Scale rows number 17 exactly? 

– Asian rat snake 
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Summary 

• There are 9 species of CITES-listed snakes that commonly 

appear in international trade 

• Whole skins can usually be identified through examining 

scales, scale numbers, pattern, size and texture, but 

identifying skin products or incomplete skins is much more 

difficult 

• Fakes are very common, and can be difficult to differentiate 

from real skins 

• Not all snake skins and products are CITES-listed...! 

• Snake skin products may fall under the CITES personal 

effects derogation, if national legislation allows 
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CITES Secretariat 
Geneva 

 

www.cites.org  


